University Honors Program

The University Honors Program is open to all students who meet specified entrance requirements. For more information, contact Dr. John Berglund, honors director, (804) 828-1003.

Biol 308 HONORS: Vertebrate Histology (4) 10819 701 CONWAY, D W K 1000AM 1050AM LSFCB 0253
Chem 101 HONORS: General Chemistry I (4) 16397 701 STAFF F 0800AM 0850AM LSFCB 0255

Danc 171 HONORS: Tai Chi (2) 12674 701 PITTS, D TR 0200PM 0315PM ENGRB 0106

Econ 210 HONORS: Prin of Econ (3) 12652 701 BRIELAND, A MWF 1000AM 1050AM HIBBS 0328

Engr 402 HONORS: Senior Design Studio Sem (3) 12575 703 BRINLEY, A TR 1100AM 1215PM BUSNS 1108

Engr 190 HONORS: Freshman Seminar (1) 12659 701 BRYAN, N T 0930AM 1045AM OLVED 2125

Hiss 101 HONORS: Survey of European Hist (3) 12692 701 MESSNER, M 1230PM 0145PM BUSNS 1107

Hiss 103 HONORS: Survey of American Hist (3) 12576 703 BRINLEY, A 1000AM 1050AM HIBBS 0328

Hont 399 HONORS: Mural Painting (4) 16672 701 GILMORE, J M 0900AM 1150AM FTERR 0304

Hont 399 HONORS: Geometry and Art (1.5) 12668 712 CLARK, S TR 0930AM 1045AM BUSNS 2122

Hont 399 HONORS: Shakespeare's Othello (1.5) 12671 712 GRIMM, C 0930AM 1045AM BUSNS 0336

Hont 399 HONORS: Paradise Lost (1.5) 12672 712 TR 0930AM 1045AM BUSNS 2122

Hont 399 HONORS: Landscape Painting I (1.5) 12673 712 PARMELEE, D M 0930AM 1045AM BUSNS 0336

Hont 399 HONORS: Writing in the Margin (1.5) 12676 712 O'NEAL, C MWF 0900AM 1045AM BUSNS 0336

Hont 399 HONORS: Revolutions in Biology (1.5) 12676 712 POTTER, M 0900AM 1045AM BUSNS 0336

Hont 399 HONORS: Intro Math Control Theory (1.5) 12676 712 TERRILL, W MWF 0900AM 1045AM BUSNS 0336

Academic Affairs
HONR 492 HONORS: INDEPENDENT STUDY (4)
12698 001 BERGLUND, J TBA
HONORS PROGRAM STUDENTS ONLY
PERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR REQUIRED

HONR 492 HONORS: INDEPENDENT STUDY (2)
12699 002 BERGLUND, J TBA
HONORS PROGRAM STUDENTS ONLY
PERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR REQUIRED

HONR 492 HONORS: INDEPENDENT STUDY (3)
12696 001 CHANDLER, A F 0100PM 0230PM
HONORS PROGRAM STUDENTS ONLY
COPREREQUISITE REQUIRED SEE BULLETIN

MATH 200 HONORS: CALCULUS ANAL GEOM I (4)
13290 001 STAFF MTWF 1100AM 1150AM OLVPH 1033

MATH 201 HONORS: CALC ALGEBRA GEOM II (4)
10563 001 STAFF MTWF 1000AM 1050AM OLVPH 1033
COPREREQUISITE REQUIRED SEE BULLETIN

MGMT 319 HONORS: ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR (3)
13398 001 SLEIGHT, R TR 0930AM 1040AM BUSNS 2126
CLASS RESTRICTION JR SR SU

PAPP 405 HONORS: PAINTING, ADVANCED (4)
16658 001 STAFF R 0900AM 1100AM 10008 0339
HONORS PROGRAM STUDENTS ONLY

PHO 243 HONORS: PHOTOGRAPHY (3)
14337 001 CUNNINGHAM, F TR 1200PM 0330PM MUSIC 0100
FEE REQUIRED - SEE FEE TABLE IN FRONT OF BOOK
HONORS PROGRAM STUDENTS ONLY

POLI 498 HONORS: POLITICAL SCIENCE (3)
14577 001 CONEB, J T 0400PM 0640PM BUSNS 2118
WRITING INTENSIVE COURSE

PSYC 308 HONORS: STRESS & ITS MANAGEMENT (3)
14709 001 AUMANN, S M 0400PM 0600PM BUSNS 2117

PSYC 451 HONORS: HISTORY & SYSTEMS PSYCH (3)
14738 001 LEAHY, T M 0300PM 0530PM HIBBS 0407
MAYORS ONLY

REL 492 HONORS: INDEPENDENT STUDY (3)
19501 001 EDWARDS, C TBA
HONORS PROGRAM STUDENTS ONLY
PERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR REQUIRED

SOCI 101 HONORS: GENERAL SOCIOLOGY (3)
19529 001 BUCHANAN, N TR 1100AM 1215PM TEMPLE 2224

SPCH 321 HONORS: SPEAK BUS & PROFESSIONS (3)
19532 001 STAFF TR 0200PM 0315PM BUSNS 1108
HONORS PROGRAM STUDENTS ONLY

STAT 210 HONORS: BASIC PRACTICE OF STAT (3)
16058 001 STAFF MW 0900AM 1050AM TEMPLE 3212

Center for Public Policy

Public Policy and Administration

PPAD 711 SEM PUBLIC POLICY & ADMIN (3)
14662 001 HABERLING, R W 0700PM 0945PM TEMPLE 2226
MAYORS ONLY
DOCTORAL STUDENTS ONLY
COPREREQUISITE REQUIRED SEE BULLETIN

PPAD 711 SEM PUBLIC POLICY & ADMIN (3)
14663 002 HOSKINSON, R TBA
MAYORS ONLY
DOCTORAL STUDENTS ONLY
COPREREQUISITE REQUIRED SEE BULLETIN

PPAD 712 SEMINAR IN PUBLIC POLICY & ADMIN (3)
16427 001 FARMER, D TBA
DOCTORAL STUDENTS ONLY
COPREREQUISITE REQUIRED SEE BULLETIN

PPAD 716 ECONOMICS & PUBLIC POLICY (3)
14586 001 GNAPP, M R 0700PM 0940PM BUSNS 2102
MAYORS ONLY
DOCTORAL STUDENTS ONLY
COPREREQUISITE REQUIRED SEE BULLETIN

PPAD 721 APPLIED RESEARCH METHODS IN PPAD (3)
14587 001 KEMMERER, J TBA
DOCTORAL STUDENTS ONLY
COPREREQUISITE REQUIRED SEE BULLETIN

PPAD 721 APPLIED RESEARCH METHODS IN PPAD (3)
14588 002 KEMMERER, J TBA
DOCTORAL STUDENTS ONLY
COPREREQUISITE REQUIRED SEE BULLETIN

PPAD 740 SEMINAR IN PUBLIC MANAGEMENT (3)
14588 001 WOODRIDGE, B TBA
MAYORS ONLY
DOCTORAL STUDENTS ONLY
COPREREQUISITE REQUIRED SEE BULLETIN

PPAD 750 SEMINAR IN URBAN POLICY (3)
14589 001 BRODERS, M M 0400PM 0640PM FTERR 0085
MAYORS ONLY

PPAD 791 TOP SEM: LAW & PUBLIC POLICY (3)
14590 001 CHRISTIE, C 0400PM 0640PM HIBBS 0427

PPAD 791 TOP SEM: PERSP ON INTG HEALTH (3)
14591 001 DAVIS, R 0400PM 0640PM BUSNS 2124

PPAD 792 INDEPENDENT STUDY (1)
14592 001 STAFF TBA
PERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR REQUIRED
DOCTORAL STUDENTS ONLY

PPAD 792 INDEPENDENT STUDY (2)
14593 002 STAFF TBA
PERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR REQUIRED
DOCTORAL STUDENTS ONLY

PPAD 792 INDEPENDENT STUDY (3)
14594 003 STAFF TBA
PERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR REQUIRED
DOCTORAL STUDENTS ONLY

PPAD 898 DISSERTATION RESEARCH (1)
14595 001 STAFF TBA
GRADUATE STUDENTS ONLY

PPAD 898 DISSERTATION RESEARCH (2)
14596 002 STAFF TBA
GRADUATE STUDENTS ONLY

PPAD 898 DISSERTATION RESEARCH (3)
14597 003 STAFF TBA
GRADUATE STUDENTS ONLY

PPAD 898 DISSERTATION RESEARCH (5)
14598 005 STAFF TBA
GRADUATE STUDENTS ONLY

PPAD 898 DISSERTATION RESEARCH (6)
14599 006 STAFF TBA
GRADUATE STUDENTS ONLY

PPAD 898 DISSERTATION RESEARCH (9)
14600 009 STAFF TBA
GRADUATE STUDENTS ONLY

PPAD 898 DISSERTATION RESEARCH (12)
14601 012 STAFF TBA
GRADUATE STUDENTS ONLY

Academic Affairs

VCU 101 Introduction to the University. This course is designed to orient new students to the rich traditions and purposes of an education at Virginia Commonwealth University. It is designed to assist students in making the transition to academic life at VCU from high school, community college, other university or work force. Through lectures, class discussions, on-campus projects, readings and the opportunity to work with faculty in a small-group setting, students can discover the resources and services of VCU, assess their academic strengths and limitations, consider academic and career goals, and clarify expectations about being a student at VCU. After this course, students will understand better their "fit" as a new member of the VCU community and the ways to achieve a personally rewarding and successful academic program.